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Optical coherent control in semiconductors: Fringe contrast and inhomogeneous broadening

J. Erland, V. G. Lyssenko, and J. M. Hvam
Research Center COM, Technical University of Denmark, Oersteds Plads 349, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark

~Received 14 August 2000; revised manuscript received 9 November 2000; published 30 March 2001!

Optical coherent control experiments in semiconductors reveal how inhomogeneous broadening must be
taken into account in contrast to previous coherent control experiments in atomic and molecular systems. With
spectral resolution of the coherent control signal, the optical phases involved in the interplay between the
homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadenings are measured. Based on these experiments, a coherent control
model describing the optical fringe contrast using different detection schemes, such as photoluminescence or
four-wave mixing, is established. Significant spectral modulation is observed in the four-wave mixing spectra
as a function of phase-delay representing coherent control in the spectral domain. The spectral phase change of
this modulation provides a spectroscopic tool to analyze contributions of inhomogeneous broadening to elec-
tronic resonances in semiconductor structures.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.155317 PACS number~s!: 78.47.1p, 71.35.Cc, 42.25.Kb
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I. INTRODUCTION

The developments with coherent control techniques in
tical spectroscopy have recently demonstrated popula
control and coherence manipulations when the induced o
cal phase is explored with phase-locked laser pulses. Fa
nating demonstrations were obtained with atoms and m
ecules such as localization of electronic wave packets
atomic sodium1 and control of molecular chemica
reactions.2,3 More recently, the full characterization of th
amplitude and phase of an electronic Rydberg wave pa
in Cs ~Ref. 4! was obtained using quantum state holograp
with tailored laser pulses.5 These developments have be
guiding the new research field of quantum control and a
the recent applications of coherent control techniques
semiconductors and nanostructures.

Population and orientation control of excitons in Ga
quantum wells and quantum dots, as well as control
electron-phonon scattering is GaAs, have provided adva
ments in ultrafast spectroscopy of semiconductors.6–9 In ex-
periments recording the secondary emission, after reso
excitation with phase-locked pulses, with a spectral filter
technique10 or time-resolved7,11 using up-conversion, the co
herent emission due to resonant Rayleigh scattering with
tical fringes could be distinguished from incoherent photo
minescence without fringes. In the interpretation of the
experiments in Gurioliet al.10 and Marieet al.,7 and other
experiments based on differential reflection measurem
by Heberleet al.,6 the exponential decay of the fringe co
trast has been assigned to the homogeneous polarizatio
cay with decay timeT2 in an analogy with the concept
developed in atomic and molecular spectroscopy. This, h
ever, neglects the inhomogeneous broadening in semi
ductor samples due to stochastic alloy and size fluctuati
On the other hand, Woerner and Shah11 and Garroet al.12

state that, in general, it is not possible to interpret the de
of the coherent control in terms ofT2. Woerner and Shah
have experimentally observed an almost exponential de
of the fringe contrast versus delay between two pulses
ascribed this to the Fourier transform of the ‘‘real’’ excito
absorption line. In virtue of this, they come to the conc
0163-1829/2001/63~15!/155317~8!/$20.00 63 1553
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sion, that the measured dependence does not contain i
mation about whether the investigated transition is homo
neously or inhomogeneously broadened. Moreover, in
number of recent papers by Garroet al.,12 the experimentally
measured coherent control~CC! signals have been compare
with three-level optical Bloch calculations, taking into co
sideration the inhomogeneous broadening of excited le
while no dephasing was included. On the basis of suc
comparison, these authors come to the conclusion that
CC decay is inversely proportional to the inhomogeneo
broadening. These obvious contradictions in the interpre
tion of similar CC results can be resolved by detecti
phase-dependent spectrally resolved four-wave mix
~FWM! that demonstrates how inhomogeneous broaden
contributes to thephase dynamics.

In this paper, we have developed an improved basis
optical coherent control in semiconductors, taking both h
mogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening into acco
We demonstrate the important influence from even small
homogeneous broadenings, comparable to the homogen
broadening, in spectrally resolved or spectrally integrated
cordings of the coherent emission in coherent control exp
ments. Our model for the optical fringe contrast, develop
on the basis of these experiments, succesfully describes,
simple way, the spectrally resolved detection of the coher
emission, as well as the detection of time-integrated pho
luminescence used in most experiments. We make appro
ate calculations to deduce information about the depende
of spectral FWM oscillations on the amplitude ratio of th
two phase-locked pulses, including homogeneous and in
mogeneous broadening of the excited states. We show
the significant interference effects in the FWM spectra ha
a simple dependence on the homogeneous broadenin
well as on the inhomogeneous broadening. Experimental
amples from a narrow GaAs quantum well sample is giv
demonstrating how the extracted phase information relate
the nature of the electronic resonances. This spectrosc
technique in semiconductor optics, using the phase infor
tion in coherently excited ensembles, is very important
extracting information on electronic dynamics in nanostru
tures and for coherent manipulations of populations, such
©2001 The American Physical Society17-1
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those demonstrated previously in single quantum
spectroscopy.8

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Our coherent control~CC! experiments are performed in
configuration where the photoluminescence~PL! and the co-
herent emission in four-wave mixing~FWM! are recorded
after resonant excitation with phase-locked laser pulses
wave vectork1. For the latter, a second beam with wa
vectork2 is incident on the sample resulting in the cohere
scattering of the emission in the direction 2k2-k1. The ex-
perimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. Pulses from a
150 fs 80 MHz Ti:Sapphire laser are split by a 30% mirr
into the ‘‘pump’’ and ‘‘probe’’ beams, the latter travelin
through a delay line acquiring a time delayt f wm in the
FWM, and focused on the sample surface by a lensL. The
pump and probe beams have comparable intensities in
range of 0.1–1 mW with a spot diameter;100 mm giving
exciton densities of;109 cm22 for each pulse. All measure
ments were performed at two temperatures of 12 and 12
The collinearly polarized phase-locked laser pump puls
with an intensity ratioa2, are generated in a Michelson in
terferometer~MI ! with time delaytcc . In contrast to most
other CC experiments in semiconductors, we detect the

FIG. 1. ~a! Experimental setup with Michelson interferomet
for phase-locked pulse pair with time-delaytcc . The four-wave
mixing, generated by a time-delayed (t f wm) third pulse, is spec-
trally resolved and detected with an optical multichannel analy
~OMA!. ~b! Luminescence~squares! and reflection~circles! spectra
of the GaAs SQW revealing two regions with a thickness of 11 a
10 monolayers. The pump laser spectrum is shown dashed.~c,d!
FWM spectra at 12 K with photoluminescence (\v,1.686 eV) for
different phase delay roundtcc50 ps andtcc523 ps with t f wm

50.5 ps.
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tical signals time-integrated with an optical multichann
analyzer~OMA! after a spectrometer~with spectral resolu-
tion 0.1 meV), as a function oftcc andt f wm , revealing the
spectral information necessary for the interpretation of
CC in the inhomogeneous ensembles. Most of the exp
mental measurements have been performed on a w
characterized narrow 28 Å GaAs single quantum w
~SQW!, surrounded by 250 Å Al0.3Ga0.7As barriers, grown
by molecular-beam epitaxy with growth interruptions on t
barrier-well interfaces. This leads to formation of larg
monolayer-plane islands with 11-monolayers~ML !
thickness.13 The PL spectrum of this sample atT512 K con-
sists of two peaks with
an inhomogeneous linewidth;2.5 meV and separation
;13 meV, corresponding to the emissions from 10-ML a
11-ML regions, see Fig. 1~b!. The resonant excitation on th
high-energy side of the 10-ML resonance, see Fig. 1~b!, al-
lows for the simultaneous detection of the coherent and
coherent signals in the CC experiments. We note that
results reported here do not depend critically on the part
lar SQW and similar results are obtained from other multi
QW and superlattice samples with different ratios betwe
the homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadenings.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our main experimental results are shown in Figs. 1~c,d!
with the spectrally resolved FWM signal fort f wm50.5 ps,
recorded aroundtcc50 ps, andtcc523 ps for 8 optical
periods in the MI. In the direction of observation for th
FWM signal, we simultaneously record PL from the samp
on the low-energy side of the resonance~below 1.686 eV
outside of the laser excitation bandwidth!. The strong
fringes, corresponding to the optical period, of these opt
signals are caused by the interference between the two
larizations excited by phase-locked CC laser pulses. For
FWM signal, the resulting polarizationPnet , after the two
CC pulses, is probed by the delayed laser pulse resultin
the observed time-integrated signal proportional toPnet . In
this way, the FWM configuration is used to record a co
mated signal proportional toPnet but is otherwise not impor-
tant for the conclusions of this paper. In fact, our results
comparable to other results obtained by recording reson
Rayleigh scattering proportional toPnet . For the photolumi-
nescence signal, we observe fringes caused by the popul
modulation proportional touPnetu2 following energy relax-
ation to the emitting states on the low-energy side. The st
ing time-delay dependence of the coherent control signa
evident from Figs. 1~c,d!. For tcc50 ps in Fig. 1~c! we find
no spectralvariation of the PL and FWM signals, wherea
for tcc523 ps in Fig. 1~d! the fringes in the FWM acquires
a phase, dependent on the detected photon energy\v, and
the PL signal appears to be proportional to the spectr
integrated Pnet5Pnet(v, tcc) i.e., without any spectra
variation. Indeed, in Fig. 2~a! we show how this phase
change appears for the FWM signal and directly compare
spectrally integrated FWM signal with the PL signal demo
strating the proportionality between the two. On a long
time-delay scale in the CC experiment, we find much fas
decay times for fringe contrast~FC! of the PL and spectrally
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OPTICAL COHERENT CONTROL IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 155317
integrated FWM signals compared to the FC of the spectr
resolved FWM signals, see Fig. 2~b!. Only the decay times
for the fringe contrast in spectrally resolved FWM signa
corresponds to the pure FWM-determined polarization de
timesT2 of the 10 ML resonance, which is shorter than t
previously determined polarization decay times of the 11 M
resonance in the same sample.14 We can therefore conclud
for inhomogeneous ensembles that the FC for spectrally
solved CC FWM signals decays with T2 whereas the FC for
spectrally-integrated CC signals such as PL or FWM dec
as a result of the interplay between inhomogeneous and
mogeneous broadening. In the following, we develop simple
expressions for the FC describing how the inhomogene
and homogeneous broadening, the time-delaytcc , and the
detection configuration~PL and FWM! determines the FC in
CC experiments.

IV. THEORY

The theoretical basis for spectrally resolved FWM h
been presented in previous papers.15,16 In this paper, we dis-
cuss the extension of the theory to two levels~ground and
excited states! with optical transitions, characterized by th
frequencyv12 and the dampingg1251/T2, and excited by
two phase-locked d pulses: E(t);d(t)e2 ivLt1ad(t
2tcc)e

2 ivL(t2tcc) with the laser frequencyvL and t50 at
the arrival time of the second pulse, i.e., the first pulse
rives at a delayt5tcc,0, normally. Thea accounts for
differences in the field strength, and the delta functionsd(t)
are used for convenience in the short-pulse limit compa
to T2.

A. Homogeneous broadening

The first-order polarizationPhom
(1) (t,tcc) induced by the

phase-locked pulses for homogeneously broaded two-l
systems is

FIG. 2. ~a! The FWM signal at photon energies 1.687
~squares!, 1.6882~filled triangles!, and 1.6866~open triangles! eV,
the spectrally integrated~1.686–1.690 eV! FWM signal~diamond!,
and the PL signal~circles! versustcc . ~b! Corresponding decay o
the fringe contrast withtcc . The fits are exponential~dashed with
decay time 6.5 ps! and Gaussian~dashed-dotted corresponding
G52.5 meV).
15531
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Phom
(1) ~ t,tcc!} iNm21

2 @e2 iV21tQ~ t !

1ae2 iV21(t2tcc)Q~ t2tcc!#, ~1!

where we have used the complex frequencyV215v12
2 ig12, the density of levelsN, the optical matrix elemen
m21, and the Heaviside functionQ(t) with t50 as the ar-
rival time of the second CC pulse. From Eq.~1! we define
the fringe contrast FC for coherent control experiments
tecting the time-integrated~i.e., spectrally integrated~SI!!
reradiated emission from the polarization,18 with I max,min

5max,min@*uPk1

(1)(t,tcc)u2dt# as

FSI
(1)~tcc!5

I max2I min

I max1I min
5

2ae2g21utccu

11a2
. ~2!

This shows thatFSI
(1)(tcc) decays withT2 for increasing time

separation between the CC pulses. A quantitatively sim
expression is found when calculating the FC from the re
nantly excited carrier density using a Bloch vect
calculation.6 When the observed PL is proportional to th
excited carrier density we can conclude that detecting
incoherent PL or the coherently reradiated emission in
experiments reveals the same result.

Following Erland et al.,16 the third-order polarization
Phom

(3) (t,t f wm ,tcc) emitting the FWM signal in the direction
2k22k1, using Eq.~1! as the starting point, is

Phom
(3) ~ t,t f wm ,tcc!}Nm21

4 @Q~t f wm!1ae2 iV21* tcc

Q~t f wm2tcc!#e
2 iV21(t2t f wm)

3eiV21* t f wmQ~ t2t f wm!, ~3!

where the ‘‘*’’ denotes complex conjugation and the Hea
side functionsQ(t) account for the emission of the FWM
signal after the probe pulse. The dependence of the CC t
in the square bracket in Eq.~3! on tcc is similar to the first-
order polarization in Eq.~1!, proving the statement that th
FWM signal as function of the phase-delaytcc is propor-
tional to the first-order polarization. The spectrally resolv
FWM is in this case:

Phom
(3) ~v,t f wm ,tcc!}Nm21

4 @Q~t f wm!

1ae2 iV21* tccQ~t f wm2tcc!#
eiV21* t f wm

V212v
,

~4!

showing that all the time-integrated spectral compone
have the same dependence on the phase-delaytcc . We can
therefore define the fringe contrast FC in FWM cohere
control experiments from Eq.~4! in the following way:
7-3
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J. ERLAND, V. G. LYSSENKO, AND J. M. HVAM PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 155317
FSR,hom
(3) ~tcc!5FSI,hom

(3) ~tcc!5
uP(3)umax

2 2uP(3)umin
2

uP(3)umax
2 1uP(3)umin

2

5
2ae2g21utccu

e22g21utccu1a2
, ~5!

with the decay of theFhom
(3) (tcc) for increasing delaytcc ac-

cording to the definition given above.
From Eqs.~2! and~5! it can be concluded that the cohe

ent control signals for homogeneously broadened syst
will decay with T2 as a function ofutccu under typical con-
ditions witha;1 andutccu.T2. Notice that a delayed maxi
mum of theFhom

(3) at utcc,maxu5ln(a)/g21 can be found when
aÞ1. The intuitive explanation of this is that theFhom

(3) is
maximum when the remaining polarization amplitude due
the first CC pulse is equal to the polarization amplitude
duced by the second CC pulse. This occurs for nonzerotcc
when the intensity of the first pulse is largest, i.e.,a2,1.
Notice also that max@Fhom(tcc,max)#51. The decay of the FC
with T2 is the interpretation of CC experiments first dev
oped in atomic and molecular spectroscopy. In the follow
we will shown that this interpretation is not valid when i
homogeneous broadening plays a role as is often the ca
semiconductors.

B. Inhomogeneous broadening

With inhomogeneous broadening, described by a Ga
ian distributionG(v21) with central frequencyv21

c and with
a broadening parameterG5GFWHM /A8 ln(2) scaled to the
full width at half maximumGFWHM , the first order polariza-
tion Pinh

(1) (t,tcc) is

Pinh
(1)~ t,tcc!5E Phom

(1) ~v21!G~v21!dv21

}Nm21
2 @e2 iV21

c te2G2t2/2Q~ t !

1ae2 iV21
c (t2tcc)e2G2(t2tcc)

2/2Q~ t2tcc!#,

~6!

i.e., the first-order polarization decays faster because of
destructive interferens within the inhomogeneously bro
ened resonance. With Eq.~6! we find the spectrally inte-
grated fringe contrastFSI,inh

(1) as
15531
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FSI,inh
(1) ~tcc!5

2ae2G2tcc
2/4erfcS g21

G
1Gtcc/2D

~11a2!erfcS g21

G D
'

2ae2G2tcc
2/4

~11a2!
, ~7!

where the erfc denotes the complementary error funct
This shows that the decay of the fringe contrast in inhom
geneously broadened systems, detecting the reradiated e
sion, is determined solely by the inhomogeneous broaden
G for G@g21. Note furthermore that when expanding th
erfc for G→0, the expression for the homogeneously broa
ened case in Eq.~5! is recovered.Thus, in semiconducto
systems, with inhomogeneous broadening, the decay o
fringe contrast does not decay with the T2 time.11,12 Note
also thatFSI,inh

(1) (tcc) has a delayed maximum, depending
the ratiog21/G, that may explain the small phase delay
the PL signal compared to the FWM signal in Fig. 1~c!.

A similar behavior is found for FWM-detected CC star
ing from the expression for the third-order polarization w
inhomogeneous broadening,

Pinh
(3)~ t,t f wm ,tcc!}Nm21

4 @Q~t f wm!1ae2( iV21* 1G2(t22t f wm))tcc

3e2G2tcc
2/2Q~t f wm2tcc!#e

2 iV21
c (t2t f wm)

3eiV21
c* t f wme2G2(t22t f wm)2/2Q~ t2t f wm!,

~8!

where the last term is the third-order polarization with inh
mogeneous broadening due to onek1 pulse att50 followed
by thek2 pulse resulting in a photon echo. The CC term
the square bracket is the extra term caused by the ph
lockedk1 pulse pair. We immediately note that the CC ter
is now time dependent in contrast to the homogeneou
broadened case Eq.~3!, i.e., the different spectral compo
nents will behave differently in the CC FWM experimen
This will be transparent in the following expressions for t
fringe contrast. For the spectrally integrated case, calcula
like in the homogeneously broadened case, we find:
st

g and the
FSI,inh
(3) ~tcc ,t f wm!5

2ae22g21tcce2G2tcc
2/4erfcFg21

G
2G~t f wm2tcc!/2G

e24g21tccerfcS g21

G
2Gt f wmD1a2erfcFg21

G
2G~t f wm2tcc!G →FSI,hom

(3) ~tcc ,t f wm! for G→0, ~9!

which is complicated by the three erfc expressions. However, as mentioned, the correct limit is found forG→0, whereas in the

other limit g21/G→0 the decay of theFSI,inh
(3) (tcc) is determined byG due to thee2G2tcc

2/4 expression such as that in the fir
order case Eq.~7!. This is used as the Gaussian fits in Fig. 2~b! determining the inhomogeneous broadeningG. Equation~9!
shows that the time-integrated CC FWM in general is a complicated interplay between the homogeneous broadenin
inhomogeneous broadening. Note that for finitetccÞ0, the FSI,inh

(3) is always less than 1 (FSI,inh
(3) ,1) for any a and the
7-4
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so-called overshooting appearing atFSI,inh
(3) 51 is not possible in inhomogeneous systems.6 If the FWM signal is spectrally

resolved, a different behavior, compared to the spectrally integrated case, is found in contrast to the homogeneously b
case. First, the third-order polarization is found by a Fourier transformation of Eq.~8!,

Pinh
(3)~v,t f wm ,tcc!}Nm21

4
Ap

G
ei2vt fe22g21t fe2

(V212v)2

2G2 H Q~t f wm!erfcF i ~V212v!

A2G
2

Gt f wm

A2
G

1aQ~t f wm2tcc!e
2 ivtcce2g21tccerfcF i ~V212v!

A2G
2

G~t f wm2tcc!

A2
G J , ~10!

where again only the CC term in the curly bracket determines the fringe contrast. We note that the period in the CC ex
is now determined by thedetectedfrequencyv and different spectral components have different phases due thetcc term of the
second erfc expression. From Eq.~10!, we find the final general expression for the fringe contrast for spectrally resolved F
CC experiments,

FSR,inh
(3) ~v,tcc ,t f wm!5

2ae2g21tccerfcF i ~V212v!

A2G
2

G~t f wm2tcc!

A2
GerfcF i ~V212v!

A2G
2

Gt f wm

A2
G

UerfcF i ~V212v!

A2G
2

Gt f wm

A2
GU2

1a2e4g21tccUerfcF i ~V212v!

A2G
2

G~t f wm2tcc!

A2
GU2

'
2ae22g21tcc

e24g21tcc1a2
for fixedv, ~11!
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i.e., each spectrally resolved component of the FWM sig
will have a decay determined byT2 in contrast to the spec
trally integrated case Eq.~9!. Based on Eq.~11!, we evaluate
a T2513 ps from the fits in Fig. 2~b! in agreement with pure
FWM determinations~data not shown!.

In Fig. 3 we present the calculated FWM spectra from E
~10! with \G55, 2.5, 1.5, and 0.75 meV and\g12

51 meV (T250.66 ps) at a delay oft f wm50.5 ps. The
curves are calculated for different phase delays between
two pump pulses aroundtcc522.5 ps resulting in first-
order polarizations with a phase differing by 0,p/4, 2p/4,
3p/4. Notice that the chosena5500 compensates for th
long tcc compared toT2 to illustrate the interplay betwee
the inhomogeneous and homogeneous broadenings. N
also that thisa is smaller than the optimalaopt5e22g21tcc

from Eq.~10!. At smallG/g21, the FWM spectra are Lorent
zian except for a narrow central Gaussian part correspon
to G. Changing the relative phase between the two pu
pulses, the Lorentzian changes the amplitude without n
cable change in the shape of the FWM spectrum. At lar
G/g21, the central Gaussian part becomes wider with m
pronounced spectral modulations, while the remain
Lorentzian is without spectral modulations. From the plots
the largestG/g21 it becomes evident that the Gaussian par
spectrally modulated byV52p/tcc , while the modulation
depth decreases again. This modulation depth is contro
by all the parameters in the FWM experiments i.e.,a, T2 , G,
t f wm , andtcc .

The significance of the spectral resolution is illustrated
Fig. 4 calculated from Eq.~10! for varying spectral resolu
tion in the experiments. First we note that fort f wm50 ps the
15531
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FWM signal is identical to the coherent signal from the fir
order polarizationP(1) showing that the FWM only act as
way to record the coherent emission fromP(1) in the particu-
lar direction 2k22k1. Otherwise the FWM technique fo
t f wm50 ps is similar to experiments recording, e.g., res
nant Rayleigh scattering that is proportional to the induc

FIG. 3. Calculated FWM spectra for different inhomogeneo
broadenings\G50.75, 1.5, 2.5, and 5 meV using Eq.~2! with
t f wm50.5 ps, \g2151 meV, tcc522.5 ps, anda5500. Solid,
dashed, dotted, and dash-dotted curves are calculated for diffe
relative phases between the phase-locked pump pulses.
7-5
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polarizationP(1).10 With the CC, we find that the fringe con
trast as a function oftcc decays very differently for differen
spectral filteringsdv because of the convolution with th
spectral filter functionFS(v,dv)51, vP v21

c 6dv/2 and
FS(v,dv)50, v¹ v21

c 6dv/2.17 In Fig. 4, we plot normal-
ized interferograms, calculated as the integral over
spectral window dv around v21

c , I inh
FWM(tcc ,dv)

}u*dvPinh
(3) (v,0,tcc)FS(v,dv)u2, showing how the fringe

contrast decays. For spectrally integrated detection, i.e.dv
@G, the fringe contrast decays on a time scale given by
inverse inhomogeneous broadening. In the other limit
spectrally resolved detection, i.e.,dv<g21, the fringe con-
trast decays withT2. In the intermediate case, the CC r
sponse as a function oftcc can be rather complex due to th
finite spectral filter functionFS(v,dv) as observed by Gu
rioli et al.10 In the following, we focus on the spectrally re
solved CC with FWM to avoid complications from spectr
filtering effects.

FIG. 4. Calculated interferograms from Eq.~2! showing the
FWM signal versustcc with \G52.5 meV, T259 ps, anda51
for different spectral resolutiondv in the CC experiment.
15531
e

e
f

V. SPECTRALLY RESOLVED COHERENT CONTROL

To obtain a better understanding of how the interplay
tween the inhomogeneous and homogeneous broadenin
ters into the spectrally resolved FWM as described by
~10!, we show in Fig. 5 how the FWM spectra transfor
with decreasing inhomogeneous broadening. The FW
spectra have been calculated with energies (\v21

c

51.638 eV) and broadenings (\g2150.75 meV) relevant
for the experimental results to be presented in Fig. 6.
large inhomogeneous broadening, we show in Fig. 5~a! that
the different spectral components have different phasevtcc
within the chosen spectral window, where the dynamic ran
of the FWM signal is more than three orders of magnitu
In the other limit of small inhomogeneous broadening,
already discussed, the FWM CC fringes have no spec
variation as shown in Fig. 5~f! for G/g2151.3. However, in

FIG. 6. Experimentally measured at 120 K~a–d! and calculated
~e–h! FWM spectra as a function oftcc around 0.75 ps~a,e!, 0 ps
~b,f!, 20.5 ps~c,g!, and21 ps ~d,h!. The parameters for the cal
culation are given in the text.
-
FIG. 5. Calculated FWM spectra with de
creasing inhomogeneous broadening~a–f! with
energy\v21

c 51.638 eV andg2150.75 meV ver-
sustcc .
7-6
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between these two limits we find that the spectral wings
the FWM spectra have the same phase, whereas an inc
ing part of the center acquires the phase change. This oc
as a result of the mixing of the Lorentzian part due to
homogeneous broadening, with constant phasev21

c tcc , and
the Gaussian part due to the inhomogeneous broadenin
the complex erfc expression in Eq.~10!. In Fig. 5, around a
phase delay oftcc521 ps the spectral range of the Gaus
ian part coincides withG. We therefore conclude that th
transformation of the FWM spectra with increasing inhom
geneous broadening is due to an increasing contributio
the Gaussian part with phasevtcc and not due to a change o
the actual phases with inhomogeneous broadening. The s
tral variation of the fringe contrast is thus a measure of
homogeneous~no variation! and inhomogeneous contribu
tions to the electronic resonance.

We have applied this FWM CC technique in greater de
to investigate the nature of the SQW GaAs electronic re
nance, discussed above, at a temperature of 120 K, wher
homogeneous broadening is expected to have a signifi
contribution. We note that at this high temperature the de
times in FWM experiments are normally too fast to obta
much dynamic information on, e.g., scattering on interfa
roughnesses in the quantum wells. From previous invest
tions of similar samples, it has been concluded that the
terface roughness is well described by the bimodal roughn
model.19,20At low temperature, this results in a biexponent
decay of the FWM signal from a slightly wider GaAs SQ
grown under similar conditions as the one studied here.
biexponential decay, however, is untraceable at temperat
above 50 K.21 Here we show that the FWM CC technique
very useful even at higher temperatures. The experime
results are presented in Figs. 6~a–d! showing the variation of
the FWM spectra for different phase delaystcc . The spectral
components on the high-energy side in this case has a
stant phase, whereas on the low-energy side shows the s
tral variation of CC fringes. From this, we can immediate
conclude that the electronic resonance is composed o
least two parts with different inhomogeneous broadening
agreement with previous studies.19,21 From the calculated
FWM spectra@Figs. 6~e–h!#, fitted to the experimental data
we obtain anoverall spectral and phase agreement betwe
the experiment and the modeling with two separate e
tronic resonances without mutual interference. From this
extracted the following parameters: The resonance at\v21

c

51.639 eV hasG57 meV andg2150.75 meV, while the
one at\v21

c 51.641 eV hasG50 meV andg2152.5 meV.
This demonstrates the importance of this CC technique
study electronic dynamics in semiconductor nanostructu
also at conditions that can be inaccesible by other techniq
such as pure FWM.

Focusing on the phase-controlled FWM spectroscopy,
present in Fig. 7 a comparison of the experimentally me
sured~a–d! and calculated~e–h! FWM spectra as a function
of probe delayt f wm for different delays between two phas
correlated pump pulsestcc50 ps ~a,e!; 21 ps ~b,f!;
23 ps~c,g!, and24 ps~d,h!. The experimental FWM spec
tra have been recorded at T512 K. The best agreement be
tween the experimental and calculated spectra and their
15531
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namics was obtained with the following parameters:\v21
c

51.6849 eV,\g21575 meV (T259 ps), \G52.5 meV, a
50.9. One can see that without the second pump pulse
between the first and the second pump pulse, the FWM s
tra are unmodulated and decay in accordance with the ho
geneous and inhomogeneous broadenings of the excited
citonic states. After the second pump pulse~in our
experimental conditions att f wm.0) the FWM spectra are
strongly sinusoidally modulated with the Gaussian spec
shape split into several bands decaying with different ra
By fine tuning the MI delaytcc , a maximum or a minimum
of the modulated spectra can be shifted to any position
accordance with the interference term}cos(vtcc) and
G/g21@1.

In Fig. 8, the experimentally measured at T5120 K ~left
panel! and calculated~right panel! FWM spectra for different
delays between the phase-locked pump pulsestcc50 ps
~a,e!, 20.75 ps ~b,f!, 22,5 ps ~c,g!, and 25 ps ~d,h! are
presented. The experimentally observed spectra are m
asymmetric than the corresponding calculated spectra
cause of the non-Gaussian line shape due to the presen
localized exciton states on the low-energy side and a poss
minor contribution from photoluminescence in the expe
ment. However, the calculated FWM spectra demonst
similar pronounced modulations with a period and amplitu

FIG. 7. Comparison of experimentally measured at 12 K~a–d!
and calculated~e–h! FWM spectra as functions of probe delayt f wm

for different delays between the two phase-correlated pump pu
tcc50ps ~a,e!, 21 ps ~b,f!, 23 ps ~c,g!, and24 ps ~d,h!. In the
calculation\G52.5 meV,\g21575 meV, anda50.9 were used.
7-7
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strongly decaying with increasingtcc . A comparison of the
central parts of the experimental spectra with correspond
calculations allows us to determine the set of homogene
and inhomogeneous broadenings,\g2151.5 meV (T2
5440 fs) andG52.75 meV, giving the impressive coinc
dence in spite of the difficult experimental conditions
T5120 K anda50.9, where the dephasing time becom
very short. This spectroscopic technique is therefore v

FIG. 8. Experimentally measured at 120 K~left panel! and cal-
culated~right panel! FWM spectra att f wm51ps for different rela-
tive phases and different delays between the phase-locked p
pulses:tcc50ps ~a,e!, 20.75 ps~b,f!, 22.5 ps ~c,g!, and 25 ps
~d,h!. In the calculation\G52.75 meV, \g2151.5 meV, anda
50.9 were used.
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useful at higher temperatures, e.g., room temperature, w
devices for optical communication operate with very sh
relaxation times.22

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have taken inhomogeneous broaden
into account for the applications of CC techniques to se
conductors. As we have demonstrated, the additional ph
information with CC allows us to extract detailed inform
tion on broadenings in semiconductor samples. We have
veloped a model for the fringe contrasttaking the optical
phase into accountwith linear or nonlinear detection of th
CC. In spectrally integrated experiments, the fringe contr
decays as an interplay between the inhomogeneous and
mogeneous broadenings, whereas with spectral resolu
the full information on both the inhomogeneous and hom
geneous broadenings can be obtained. Our main result is
inhomogeneous broadening leads to different phase-d
dependence for different spectral components, giving a di
measure of the inhomogeneous broadening. Based on
we could confirm the bimodal roughness model for narr
quantum wells with growth interruptions. Thus, we have d
veloped a basis for applications of CC techniques to se
conductor samples.
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